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Get the word out to potential stamp collectors
Where is the future going
for stamp collecting? Who
will be the new collectors, and
Jerald Floyd
what are their areas of interest? According to a recent
article in ćF 1IJMBUFMJD $PNNVOJDBUPS  Dr.David Foot
said, “those interested in growing the hobby, any hobby,
really should refocus their energy mainly on the 50-plus
CBCZCPPNFSTJOTUFBEPGUIFZPVOHFSNBSLFUwćFGVUVSF
growth of stamp collecting will depend on the older, more
mature market adopting the hobby or in some cases rejoining it.
Charles Tandy, former CEO of RadioShack Corporation
and an accomplished salesman, determined that hospital
patients, in particular those members of the armed forces
recently returned from World War II, needed a hobby on
which to focus their energies and move their thoughts
away from their injuries. As a result of his observations,
Tandy Leather Company, a division of Tandy CorporaUJPO SFEJSFDUFEJUTNBSLFUJOHFČPSUTJOUPUIFNBOVGBDUVSF
BOE TBMF PG LJUT VTJOH MFBUIFS QSPEVDUT ćBU FČPSU HSFX
into the acquisition of RadioShack, a small company in

Boston. Today RadioShack has thousands of retail stores
worldwide.
We, as writers and communicators, can take a page from
Mr. Tandy’s book to promote stamp collecting, using local
newspapers, neighborhood weekly papers, senior based
newspapers, hospital and medical publications. Go to a
local rehabilitation center and look at the papers and material available to the patients. Submit articles on stamp
collecting to those publications that show how to get startFE1PJOUPVUUI FCFOFĕ UTPGBI PCCZUI BUPOFQFSTPODBO
do with little investment or no investment, in particular if
you have friends and family that will save stamps for you
as they receive them.
ćFSFJTBDMPUIJOHNBOVGBDUVSFSMPDBUFEJONZUPXOUIBU
EPFTCVTJOFTTPWFSTFBT"ęFSBWJTJUXJUIUIFJSQVCMJDSFMB
tions department where I pointed out that elderly people
would like to collect stamps but had limited resources, the
mail room began to save envelopes from all over the
XPSME ćF NPUJWBUJOH GPSDF XBT BO BSUJDMF UIF DPNQBOZ
allowed me to write for their in-house magazine discussing stamp collecting and the need for stamps.
Floyd Continued Page 13

APS StampShow in Columbus Ohio will host about 45
philatelic clubs and societies. It will also be the site of the
Writers Unit 30 breakfast. At the breakfast the winning
TMBUFPGOFXPďDFSTXJMMCFJOTUBMMFE
Writers Unit Hall of Fame candidates will be inducted at
the breakfast as well.
ćFTIPXFYQFDUTUPIBWFGSBNFTPGQIJMBUFMJDFYIJC
its and also is the site of the national literature exhibit. At
this writing the due dates have passed for applications.
However it may not be too late to make a reservation at the
show hotel, Hyatt Regency Columbus. Request the APS
room block either by phone or web. Details at
www.stamps.org/StampShow/Hotel.htm.
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8 I FO*ĕ STUUPPLPOUI JTKPC*DPVM
EOPUĕ OEBOBSUJDM
F
JOEFYGPS51$UIBUXBTVQUPEBUFćF"13-DBUBMPH
search I did found zip but I do have trouble with that
index sometimes. At this writing the APRL lists about
51$BSUJDMFTCBDLUPBCPVUćF1)-/%9
mentioned by Gene Fricks and David Straight in previous issues has a total of 253 items, also back to 1992. I
personally found about 765 articles to index back to just
2000. All part of the indexer’s nightmare actually. I have
NFSHFEUI FUXPJOEFYFTBOEZPVDBOĕ OEUI FSFTVM
UPO
the Journal page of www.wu30.org. It may take me a few
ZFBSTUPĕ OEBM
M
UI FUZQPTBOEUPJNQSPW
FUI FDBUFHPSJFT
but the index is available.
(FPSHF(SJČFOIBHFOTFOUNF51$JTTVFTCBDLUP
 XI JDI *TDBOOFEć F1%' ĕ M
FTGPSUI FTFJTTVFTBSF
now mounted on the WU30 website as well. We will
make all but the last year’s issues available on the site.
ćFBSUJDMFJOEFYXJMMCFLFQUVQUPEBUF IPQFGVMMZUP
attract a few new members. In the future I may have
time to scan older issues and improve the article index.
We will look into coordinating our article index with
that used by a linked group of philatelic libraries.
Communication between members is important. I
started a YahooGroup for the Meter Stamp Society that
has proven very helpful to keep our small but worldwide
membership informed and connected. Writers Unit #30
members have the Virtual Stamp Club thanks to the
FČPSUTPG-MPZEEF7SJFT%JTDVTTJPOTBCPVUBMMUIJOHT
QIJMBUFMJD BOEBCVODIPGPUIFSTUVČBTXFMM DBOCFTFFO
on that board. In recent weeks I asked for assistance
CFDBVTFNZTPęXBSFXBTOPUDPNNVOJDBUJOHXJUINZ
DPNNFSDJBMQSJOUFSTTPęXBSF*HPUTPNFHPPEBOTXFST
Hopefully we can capture some of that practical advice
in these pages occasionally. In any case, I think the VSC
could be our direct connection to each other.
Articles Wanted
In the meantime the concept of “if you build it they
will come” is not working out very well. I may have to
resort to the more direct approaches suggested by John
Hotchner in the First Quarter 2010 TPC issue. Expect a
letter or call from me in the near future.

ćF1IJMBUFMJD$PNNVOJDBUPS
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Peter Martin

President’s View
WU#30 2011 Election
As I noted in my last column, 2011 is an election year
for the Writers Unit and the ballot is inserted into this isTVFćFQSFTJEFOUPGUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTJTMJNJUFEUPUXPfour-year terms and while we don’t have term limits in the
Writers Unit I thought that it provided a good cue. So,
BęFSFJHIUZFBSTBTQSFTJEFOUPGUIF8SJUFST6OJU *EFDJEFE
it was time to step down. It has been an absolute pleasure
UPI FBETVDI Bĕ OFBOEBDDPNQM
JTI FEHSPVQPGW
PM
VOUFFST
as we served to further the aims of the society.
We have accomplished much and the slate put together by Nominating Committee Chairman Alan Warren will
blend experience and some newcomers who will continue
to keep the organization on the right path.
Longtime Vice President-West Ken Trettin has agreed
to step up and head the slate and he will be assisted by

longtime Vice-President-East Lloyd de Vries and by the
even longer serving Secretary-5SFBTVSFS (FPSHF (SJČFO
I BHFO&EJUPS%BW
JE$ SPUUZI BTCFFOOPNJOBUFEUPĕ M
M

Trettin’s former vice presidential position.
ćF DPVODJM OPNJOFFT BSF 'PTUFS .JMMFS *** XIP SF
cently joined the board, Dan Warren and former Writers
Unit President Dane Claussen.
Council members Gene Fricks, David Kent and Bob
Odenweller will continue on the board since their terms
do not expire until 2013.
ćFOPNJOFFTBSFSVOOJOHVOPQQPTFECVUQMFBTFTVC
mit your ballot to show support for the new slate. Be sure
to follow the voting instructions and observe the deadline.
ćFOFXMZFMFDUFECPBSEXJMMCFJOTUBMMFEBUUIFDPODMVTJPO
of the Writers Unit breakfast at StampShow 2011.

StampShow 2011
Make plans now to attend the American Philatelic
Society’s StampShow 2011, which will be held August 1114 at the Greater Columbus Convention Center in Columbus, Ohio. In addition to our Hall of Fame and literature
awards presentations, we’re lining up some special features. Don’t miss this special event.
1

Cast Your Vote For WU#30
ćF 8SJUFST 6OJU  CBMMPU GPS - PďDFST BOE
2011-2015 Council members is included as an insert in
this issue of ćF Philatelic Communicator for your convenience of removing it from the issue, casting you votes, and
NBJMJOH JU BT JOEJDBUFE PO UIF CBMMPU ćF MBUFTU SFDFJWJOH
EBUFBMMPXFEJOUIF#ZMBXTJT+VMZOEćFOPNJOBUJPOT
appearing on the ballot were submitted by WU#30 Nominations Committee chairman Alan Warren who served as
1995-1999 WU#30 President.
ćF OPNJOBUJPO GPS 1SFTJEFOU JT Kenneth Trettin
(#0993) of Rockford, Iowa, who has been editor of ćF
American Revenuer since 1977. He has served as WU#30
2005-2011 Vice President-West, and would replace Peter
D. Martin who has served as WU#30 President since 2003.
Martin would become an ex-PďDJP member of the WU#30
Executive Committee as immediate past president.
ćF OPNJOBUJPO GPS 7JDF-President-East is Lloyd de
Vries (#1503) of Paramuus, New Jersey, who has recently
received the Ernest A. Kehr Award for his weekly CBS Radio Network Stamp Collecting Report and as a founder of
the Virtual Stamp Club. He served as WU#30 Council
member for more than a dozen years and as WU#30 Vice
President-East since 2007. He also now serves as associate
editor of ćF1IJMBUFMJD$PNNVOJDBUPS
Nomination for Vice-President-West is David E. Crotty
Second Quarter 2011

(#1969) of Park Hills, Kentucky, who is the new editor of
ćF Philatelic Communicator. Nomination for SecretaryTreasurer is (FPSHF # (SJČFOIBHFO (#0318) of Woodbridge, Virginia, who has been serving in this position
since 1983.
Nomination for one of three new Council members is
Dr. Dane S. Claussen (#1243) now residing in Las Vegas,
Nevada. A former editor of Stamp Collector, ćF 4UBNQ
Wholesaler, and the Postal History Foundation's Heliograph, Dr. Claussen served as 1999-2003 WU#30 President.
ćFPUIFSUXP$PVODJMNFNCFSOPNJOFFTBSFFoster E.
Miller III (#1846) of Annapolis, Maryland, a long-time
contributor to First Days; and Dr. Daniel C. Warren
(#0228) of Gloucester Point, Virginia, a physician, noted
philatelist, and a long-time WU#30 member.
ćF UFSNT PG PďDF GPS UIF GPMMPXJOH $PVODJM NFNCFST
EP OPU FYQJSF VOUJM  ćFZ BSF Ernest E. Fricks
(#0679) of Blackwood, New Jersey; David A. Kent (#0508)
of New Britain, Connecticut; and Robert P. Odenweller
(#0783) of Beardsville, New Jersey.
ćF PďDFST BOE $PVODJM NFNCFST XIP BSF FMFDUFE XJMM
BTTVNFPďDFBUUIFFOEPG86CSFBLGBTUIFMEEVSJOH
the APS annual convention, August 11-14, 2011, in Columbus, Ohio.
1
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Where Has TPC Been? Where Should It Go?
ćF JNBHFT UIBU TVS
round this text box
show a bit of where TPC
David Crotty
has been, to the right,
and where it has come
with considerable help from Albert Starkweather, below
right. Directly below are possibilities as to where TPC
DPVMEHPćFTFMBTUJNBHFTBSFUBLFOEJSFDUMZGSPNDMVFT
QSPWJEFE CZ B TJNJMBSMZ OBNFE KPVSOBM  ćF 1IJMBUFMJD
Exhibitor, under the editorship of Randy Neil, and APS
publications with Barbara Boal. Randy and Barbara
have added some splash to their publications.
Personally I’m a substance over form kind of guy. I
realize that the same information can be provided by
our TPC in any of these formats. And certainly I like a
little color. But just the addition of a splash of color and
OJDFJMMVTUSBUJPOTEPFTOPUNBLFJUFBTJFSUPSFBEBEJď
cult article. And while we might like to think that a colorful journal attracts attention of prospective members,
most philatelic journals have been going toward color
and better illustration, and virtually all have lost memCFSTIJQEFTQJUFUIFTFFČPSUT
Starting with this issue we will, from time to time,
take a look at the journals we enjoy and how they have
changed.
1
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The Philatelic Exhibitor, Then and Now
ćF 1IJMBUFMJD &YIJCJUPS 51&  IBT CFFO
edited by Randy Neil since Spring 2010.
David Crotty It was edited previously, from issue one
in 1986, by John Hotchner who is now
president of the American Association of Philatelic ExhibJUPST ""1&  ćF ""1& IBT BCPVU  NFNCFST ćF
website, www.aape.org, has all issues of the journal up to
UI FM
BTUĕ W
FZFBSTć FBSUJDM
FJOEFYGPSUI FTFSFDFOUĕ W
F
years are on the same page.
Shown on the next page (Figure 1) is a cover from that
ĕ STUJTTVF i 7 PM
VNF / P0 OFwJOUI F' BM
M
PGć F
journal has used color on the cover since the beginning
CVUUIFJOTJEFIBTCFFOCMBDLBOEXIJUFćFDPWFSPęFO
provided a photo of people inspecting an exhibit, as we
also see in a recent cover, Figure 3, from the Fall 2010 Volume 24, Whole No. 96.
In recent years editor John Hotchner used the cover to
showcase the synopsis or title page of an exhibit that was
EJTDVTTFEJOTJEF' PSI JTĕ STUJTTVFTPG5 1& FEJUPS3 BOEZ
Neil has placed a photo on the cover, as seen in Figure 3,
of judges doing their work at the frames.
ćFBSUJDMFTXFSF BOETUJMMBSF PęFONVMUJQMFQBHFEJT
cussions of what exhibiting should be and/or what exhibJUJOHJTUPEBZćFSFIBWFBMXBZTCFFOBSUJDMFTUPTIPXIPX

to build an exhibit and its pages. While illustrations were
common throughout TPE’s history there is now an increased use and they are in color, as shown in the comparison of Figures 2 and 4.
ćJOHTIBWFDIBOHFEBMPUJOFYIJCJUJOHTJODFJTTVFOVN
ber one. Virtually all exhibit pages were typed back then.
Today virtually none of them are and it might be hard to
ĕ OEBNFNCFSXI PTUJM
M
VTFTBUZQFXSJUFS JGJUI BTOUCFFO
UISPXO BXBZ ćFO JU XBT TPNFXIBU EJďDVMU UP QSPWJEF
an illustration, both on the journal page and the exhibit
page. Today it’s almost trivial.
&EJUPST BSF BEEJOH TPNF TUZMF UP UIF QBHFT ćF BSUJDMF
title and the writers name may be in a block of color. EdiUPS/ FJM
QSPWJEFTXI JUFTQBDFPOUI Fĕ STUQBHFPGNBOZ
articles. Almost all text pages are double columns, except
for opinion pages. Previous issues to the beginning were a
NJYUVSFPGTJOHMF EPVCMFBOEUSJQMFDPMVNOTćFKPVSOBM
changed to a slightly smaller 7x10 inches and went to all
color with the Spring 2010 issue.
In a recent telephone interview, editor Randy Neil tells
us that he has been writing for the philatelic press since
1956 when he wrote for the American First Day Cover
Society and the Weekly Philatelic Gossip. He has a media
company, Neil Creative Media, that publishes philatelic
TPE Continued Page 6

Alan Warren
National Postal Museum
Notes
Moroney Awards for Postal History
Scholarship
Two scholarships are available from the United States
Postal Service each year for research and writing on the
history of the American postal system. Undergraduate and
graduate students are eligible for a junior scholar stipend
of $1,000, and faculty members, independent scholars and
public historians are eligible for a senior scholarship in the
amount of $2,000.
ćF BXBSET IPOPS 3JUB -MPZE .PSPOFZ XIP DPOEVDUFE
historical research for the PMG in 1962 and later served as
historian of the USPS 1973-ćFKVOJPSQSJ[FSFDPH
nizes an article, book chapter, conference paper, master’s
thesis or doctoral dissertation on any topic on the history
Second Quarter 2011

of the American postal system. Submissions for the senior
award can be a journal article, book chapter or a book,
and the winner in this category is not eligible to win again
for three years.
Submissions for the 2012 Moroney awards are due December 1, 2011. Any submission that does not win can be
resubmitted the following year. Criteria for selection include originality, imaginative use of primary sources,
RVBM
JUZPGUI FXSJUJOHBOETJHOJĕ DBODFGPSPVSVOEFS
standing of the history of the American postal system.
Further details on the Moroney scholarships can be
found under research resources on the National Postal
Museum web site, or by going directly to www.usps.com/
postalhistory/moroneyaward.htm.

1
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'JHVSFćF1IJM
atelic Exhibitor
Cover Page, Fall
2010.

'JHVSFćF1IJM
atelic Exhibitor
Front Cover, Volume 1, No. One
1986.

'JHVSFćF1IJMB
telic Exhibitor Article Page. Fall 2010.

'JHVSFćF
Philatelic Exhibitor Article Page,
1986.

materials,
although he edits
TPE, the American Stamp Dealer
and
Collector,
and the Confederate Philatelist
separately.
When
asked
what changes are
most apparent in
the last 20-30
years, he points
immediately to desktop publishing which started in the
mid-1980’s on Apple computers. As this method evolved
JUQSPW
JEFEBTJHOJĕ DBOUTBW
JOHTUPTNBM
M
PSHBOJ[BUJPOTBOE
now has made it possible for many of the black and white
KPVSOBMTBOEOFXTMFUUFSTUPNPWFUPDPMPSćFFOUJSFQSP
cess is much easier and less expensive.
We asked him what has changed the most in terms of
the thinking and attitudes, he responded that philately was
BMNPTUFYDMVTJWFMZBNBMFEPNBJOćFSFXFSFTPNFXPN

Page 6

en involved even
from the 1920’s but
these people had to
be “very assertive”.
Today people in
the hobby are
much more diverse. Women and
minorities are much more prominent in the hobby.
One point that Mr. Neil made was that for a publication
to be successful it must provide the human side of the story. While it is important to provide information on the
stamps, the covers, the literature, if the people are not covered well there will be less interest. He estimates that the
publication needs to be about 50% stories about the materials of the hobby and 50% about the people.
Mr. Neil pointed out, along these lines, that TPC has
traditionally shown a good balance of stories about the
facts and methods of its focus on writing, editing and publishing, as well the people and the stamp shows that make
UIF IPCCZ NPSF IVNBO ćJT OPWJDF FEJUPS UBLFT UIBU
point to heart.
1
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ćF4JYUI"OOVBM1PTUBM)JTUPSZ4ZNQPTJVN
“How Commerce and Industry Shaped the Mails”
Friday - Sunday, September 16 – 18, 2011
American Philatelic Center, Bellefonte, Pennsylvania
ćF4ZNQPTJVNXJMMCFIFMEJODPOKVODUJPOXJUIBQIJMBUFMJDFYIJCJUJPOIPTUFECZUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT4UBNQ4PDJFUZ 6444 ćF6444JTB
non-QSPĕ UWPM
VOUFFS-run association of collectors to promote the study of the philatelic output of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
and postage and revenue stamped paper produced by others for use in the United States and U.S. administered areas. Once concerned
exclusively with the production of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the USSS has expanded its coverage to include all United States
issues, both classic and modern, regardless of printer.

Banking & Commerce
Issue, 1975

'JSTU"VUPNBUFE1PTU0ďDF
in the U.S. Issue, 1960

Manufacturing Steel Plant
Parcel Post Issue, 1913

Panels will be interspersed with opportunities to view award-winning exhibitions. On Saturday evening September 17th, there will be a
banquet celebrating the United States Stamp Society’s 85th anniversary and a keynote address.
Dr. David Hochfelder, assistant professor of history at SUNY-"MCBOZXJMMCFUIFLFZOPUFTQFBLFS"ęFSUXPEFHSFFTJOFMFDUSJDBMFOHJOFFS
ing from Northwestern University, David earned a Ph.D. in history at Case Western Reserve University. His research interests include the
history of technology and business history; he is particularly interested in the relationship between technological innovation and social
change. He was the assistant editor for two volumes of ćF1BQFSTPGćPNBT"&EJTPO; David’s book ćF5FMFHSBQIJO"NFSJDB")JTUPSZ 
1832-1940 will be released by Johns Hopkins University Press in the spring.
ćF4NJUITPOJBO/BUJPOBM1PTUBM.VTFVN"NFSJDBO1IJMBUFMJD3FTFBSDI-JCSBSZBOEUIF"NFSJDBO1IJMBUFMJD4PDJFUZKPJOUMZQSPEVDFUIF
4ZNQPTJB XIJDIIBWFCFFOIFMEBOOVBMMZTJODFćFGPSNBUPGUIFTZNQPTJVNXJMMCFTJNJMBSUPUIBUPGUIF1PTU0ďDF3FGPSN
symposium in 2009, with the paper presentations distributed across two days allowing ample time between sessions for viewing the 150
frames of invited stamp and postal history exhibits, purchasing stamps, covers, and ephemera from the philatelic dealers, reading in the
APRL, and conversing with fellow attendees. Hochfelder’s keynote address will be given at the Symposium banquet on Saturday evening
where the United States Stamp Society, a Symposium co-sponsor for 2011, will celebrate their 85th anniversary.

$POGFSFODFDPӡDIBJSTBSF%BWJE-4USBJHIU 5BSB.VSSBZBOEćPNBT-FSB

Sponsored by
American Philatelic Society, American Philatelic Research Library
Smithsonian National Postal Museum
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America countries deported enemy aliens to the U.S.
XIFSFUIFZXFSFBMTPJOUFSOFEćFSPMFPGUIF.4Gripsholm in diplomatic exchanges is detailed in another chapter.
Families and members of Axis and French diplomatic and conTVMBS PďDFT
Enemy Noncombatants
were detained
Detained, Interned, Incarcerated: U.S. Enemy Noncom- at a variety of
batant Mail in World War II by Louis Fiset. 248 pages, 8 hotels and re¾ by 11 ¼ inches, casebound, dust jacket, plus CD of ex- sorts in the
hibits, Collectors Club of Chicago, 2010. ISBN 978-0- eastern states.
9827357-1-8, $65 postpaid in the U.S. from Collectors Japanese resiClub of Chicago, 1029 Dearborn St., Chicago IL 60610.
dents in the
U.S. were sent
If the name Louis Fiset sounds familiar to collectors, to
assembly
it is no doubt due to his wonderful exhibits on the themes centers
and
PGUIJTCPPLBOESFMBUFEUPQJDTćSFFPGUIFTFFYIJCJUTBSF relocation cenPOB$%UIBUDPNFTXJUIUIFCPPLćF EJTDFYQBOETPO ters. In all thethe illustrations found in the book.
se cases the
ćFJOUSPEVDUJPOUPUIFCPPLDPOUBJOTBDISPOPMPHJ author
exDBM
PVUM
JOFPGTJHOJĕ DBOUFW
FOUTGSPNUPUI BU plores
the
BČFDUFE FOFNZ OPODPNCBUBOUT JODMVEJOH UIFJS USBOTQPSU postal history
BOEJOUFSONFOUćFTUPSZCFHJOTXJUIUIFTDVUUMJOHPGUIF that evolved.
German cruise ship S.S. ColumbusPČUIFDPBTUOFBS$BQF
Postal
May, N.J. in 1939 while in neutral waters. Having dis- historian Richcharged her passengers in Havana the ship headed north ard W. Helbock joined Fiset as co-author in a chapter that
along the United States coast and then turned east, hoping focuses on the second generation Japanese American
to reach Germany since war had been declared in Septem- (Nisei) soldiers and their important service during WW II.
ber.
Despite initial War Department policy refusing induction
Unfortunately the Columbus was dogged by a Brit- of Japanese Americans into the armed forces, and the Seish destroyer and U.S. Neutrality Patrol vessels, and so the lective Service Board’s reclassifying Nisei as enemy aliens,
DSFXTFUUI FTI JQBĕ SFBOEPQFOFETFBW
BM
W
FT" TUI FDSVJTF special units were formed such as the Hawaiian 100th Inship sank, 574 survivors of the crew were rescued and tak- fantry Battalion and the 442nd Regimental Combat Team.
en to Ellis Island for processing. A few returned to Genoa ćFJSTVDDFTTGVMNJTTJPOTPWFSTFBTBSFSFDPSEFECZUIFDPon an Italian liner but over 500 were transported to Cali- authors along with related mail.
fornia where they were to be placed on Japanese ships that
A lesser known story is that of the Aleuts and other
would return them to Germany via Russia. Since the Brit- Alaska natives relocated to southeastern Alaska following
ish would not guarantee safety on the high seas, the Ger- the Japanese attacks on Dutch Harbor. When they were
man crew was transferred to Fort Stanton, New Mexico later returned, they found their homes and communities
where they were interned until 1945. Mail related to this destroyed by the military. Identifying Aleut mail from this
episode is shown.
period is reinforced with illustrated examples.
In 1941 German and Italian merchant ships in U.S.
ćFQPPSDPOEJUJPOPGNVDIPGUIFJOUFSOFFNBJM BT
ports were seized and the Axis seamen interned. Fiset then XFMMBTEJďDVMUJFTJOQSPQFSMZJEFOUJGZJOHJU GVFMUIFDIBM
analyses the postal history of mail to and from internees lenge to acquire such pieces. A point system that indicates
examining censorship, undercover mail, domestic and SFMBUJWFTDBSDJUZPGNBJMBUUIFEJČFSFOUMPDBUJPOTDPODMVEFT
international postal rates, and even Hollywood fan mail UI Fĕ OBM
DI BQUFS
sent from the camps.
ćF FYIJCJUT BSF QSFTFOUFE JO TFBSDIBCMF 1%'© forćFOFYUDIBQUFSEFTDSJCFTUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGJO NBU PO B DPNQBDU EJTD ćFSF BSF UISFF FYIJCJUT i.BJM
ternment camps around the United States by the War De- Linked to Two U.S.-Japan Diplomatic Exchanges in WW
partment and Justice Department, and both their history II,” “U.S. Internment Camp Mail in World War II,” and
and postal history. One chapter is devoted to internment “Japanese Americans and World War II, 1942-1946.
in Hawaii under martial law. Many South and Central
Enemy Continued Page 9
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Mexico Postage and Revenues of 1914
Mexico’s Denver Printing of 1914: Postage and Revenue
Stamps for the Provisional Constitutionalist Government by
Ron Mitchell. 156 pages, 8 ½ by 11 inches, casebound, plus
DVD of images, Rocky Mountain Philatelic Library, Denver CO, 2010. ISBN 978-0-9773578-2-6, $50 postpaid to
USA addresses, $58 to Canada, $66 to Mexico, $70 elsewhere from Rocky Mountain Philatelic Library, 2038 So.
Pontiac Way, Denver CO 80224.
ć JTJTUI FTUPSZPGUI FQSPEVDUJPOBOEVTBHFPGĕ W
F. FY
ican revenue stamps used as postage and the related eight
stamps for regular postage, known as the Denver Eagles.
ćFGBTDJOBUJOHTUPSZSFWPMWFTBSPVOEUIF.FYJDP3FWPMV
tion of 1914-1916, the only stamps printed in Denver for
foreign use, and the 35 years of research conducted by auUI PS3 PO. JUDI FM
M
ć Fĕ STUDI BQUFSTFUTUI FTUBHFCZJEFO
UJGZJOHUI FLFZM
FBEFSTJOUI FSFW
PM
VUJPOBOEUI Fĕ STUBU
tempts by the rebels who took over the postal service and
provided the needed stamps.
Although the Constitutionalist government approached
George W. Linn with a request to produce stamps, friends
also contacted the Smith-Brooks Printing Company in
%FOW
FS $ PM
BOEUI BUĕ SNSFDFJW
FEBĕ SNPSEFSJO. BSDI 
1914. By June the new revenue stamps and Denver Eagles
XFSFEFMJWFSFEUP.FYJDPćFEFTJHOJOH JODMVEJOHTFDSFU
marks, and the preparation of the plates are summarized.
Printing, use of control marks, trial color proofs, perforation anomalies and other production details are described.
Mexico belonged to the Universal Postal Union, but due
to the turmoil in Mexico at the time, sample stamps were
never sent to the UPU. Initially the stamps were not valid
for mail to the United States as the U.S. did not recognize
the rebel factions. Letters could be sent across the border
but required postage due in the U.S. One chapter is devoted to Constitutionalist rates during this period with many
covers shown. Due to stamp shortages the Denver revenues were authorized for use as postage.
Subsequent chapters describe earliest known use, proviTJPOBMDBODFMT PęFONBOVTDSJQU EJTUSJDUPWFSQSJOUT NJMJ
UBSZNBJM QSPWJTJPOBMPWFSQSJOUT PďDJBMNBJM GPSFJHOEFT
tinations and railroad routes among other topics. One

Enemy Continued from Page 8

In addition to a general bibliography, the author places
pertinent references at the end of each chapter, leading
TUVEFOUT UP LFZ TPVSDFT GPS B HJWFO UPQJD ćF -column
format for the text works well in this book, and cover illustrations are not restricted to column-XJEUITJ[FćFCPPL
BOEBDDPNQBOZJOH$%PG'JTFUTFYIJCJUTPČFSDPMMFDUPSTB
W
JTVBM
GFBTUPGNBUFSJBM
UI BUJTEJď DVM
UUPĕ OEBOEJEFOUJGZ
Alan Warren
Second Quarter 2011

chapter provides a detailed analysis of mail to
the United
States,
the
exchange
states
by
zone,
the
introduction
and later discontinuance
of
postage
due, and examples
of
mixed use of
revenues and
Eagle postage. Another
chapter describes the
philatelic creations of several entrepreneurs who seized the
opportunity to prepare covers and even fakes.
Although the primary period of use for these stamps was
essentially June to November 1914, there was scattered
usage into 1915 and eventual overprinting of the Denver
Eagles for use in 1916.
One of the major assets of this book is the census data
from the author’s collection as well as information from
other serious collectors. Appendix 1 consists of extensive
tables of census information by stamp issue, denomination, and earliest and latest known use. Another appendix
shows the relationship of Mexican diplomats to their
friends in Denver that resulted in the unusual printing
arrangement. Author Mitchell was fortunate to interview
some Denver descendants to complete this incredible story.
A number of tools enhance the utility of the handbook.
ćFTFJODMVEFMJTUJOHTPGUIFJMMVTUSBUJPOT UBCMFT BOENBQT
a list of abbreviations; railroad mail routes; an extensive
bibliography and an index. Accompanying the book is a
DVD of the maps and illustrations so that they can be enMBSHFEBOETUVEJFEćF%7%IBTB1%'© introduction and
UI F JNBHF ĕ M
FT TFFO XJUI  BQQSPQSJBUF TPę XBSF  BSF
grouped by page number corresponding to the pages in
the book.
"MUIPVHIUIFTUBNQTXFSFDSFBUFEBOEVTFEEVSJOHEJď
cult times and only for a short period, quite a few stamps
BOEDPWFSTTVSWJWFćFCPPLJTBMBCPSPGMPWFPGJUTBVUIPS
who spent years in collecting, studying and researching
the events that led to an exciting time in Mexican history
and its philately.
Alan Warren
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Peace Prize by President
Obama and a survey of
Michelle Obama and
“Bo”, the Obama’s dog,
on stamps. For the postal historian Morris explores the free franking
ćJT JT UIF th handbook published by the American privilege enjoyed by
Topical Association and the seventh release in the hand- Obama when he served
CPPLTFSJFTPO$PMMFDUJOHćF1SFTJEFOUTXSJUUFOCZ.FM in the Senate and as
He
WJO .PSSJT ćJT WPMVNF DPWFST UIF UJNF QFSJPE CFUXFFO President-Elect.
Barack Obama’s announcement as candidate for President speculates that such covers are rare and desiraand his selection as Nobel Prize winner for peace in 2009.
ćJTTMFOEFSWPMVNFJTEJWJEFEBMQIBCFUJDBMMZCZDPVOUSZ ble.
XJUI UI FTUBNQTBOETPVW
FOJSTI FFUTJEFOUJĕ FECZ4DPUU While a valuable addiNumber, if available, and shown in color. Morris admits tion to the ATA handhe expanded the subject matter to not only include Obama book series this volume
family members but famous dignitaries and events directly appears to be premaor indirectly related to Obama. Descriptions of each issue ture. Perhaps the author should have delayed publication
are abundant with some values given. An introductory VOUJM BęFS 0CBNB MFBWFT PďDF JO PSEFS UP GVMMZ FYBNJOF
chapter sets the background and the author’s objective for Obama’s legacy as depicted on stamps.
Alfred Carrocia
the book. Other chapters explore the wining of the Nobel

Obama Worldwide Stamps

Barack Obama on Worldwide Stamps by Melvin Morris.
QBHFT YJODIFT QFSGFDUQPVOE TPęDPWFS 
American Topical Association, Carterville, IL. $20 plus
shipping from American Topical Association, PO Box 8,
Carterville, IL 62918-0008. www.americantopicalassn.org.

International University Sports
Philately Overview of the International University Sport
Movement & FISU 1924-2009 edited by Luciano Calenda
& Christian Pierre. 212 pages, 6 ¾ x 6 ¾ inches, perfect
bound, card and hard cover, 2009 FISU, 29.95 euros
TPęDPWFS FVSPTIBSEDPWFS XXXĕ TVOFUor
www.blurb.com.
*UJTOPUPęFOUIBUBOPO-philatelic organization adventures into the
philatelic world.
An exception is
the International
University Sports
Federation
(FISU)
which
not only published this book
but has the forward written by
its
President,
George E. Killian, and its Secretary-General,
&SJD4BJOUSPOE#PUIBSFTUBNQDPMMFDUPSTćF'*46JTUIF
international governing body for university sports with its
main event being the Summer and Winter Universiades as
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XFMMBTUIF8PSME6OJWFSTJUZ$IBNQJPOTIJQTćFTFFWFOUT
are important as countries have issued stamps to commemorate these events.
ćJTIBOEZMJUUMFCPPLHJWFTBiQIJMBUFMJDPWFSWJFXwPGBMM
philatelic items related to the international university
sports movement and its respective federations. Not only
are stamps presented but also souvenir sheets, cancels and
postmarks, stationery and postal cards. It is not intended
to be comprehensive but rather a survey of the known material commemorating the various events sponsored by
FISU.
ćFCPPLPQFOTXJUIJOUSPEVDUPSZSFNBSLTPODPMMFDUJOH
FISU and Universiades and a brief history of the FISU and
JUT NFNCFS FWFOUT ćF CPPL JT UIFO EJWJEFE JOUP GPVS
chapters covering the pre-Universiades period, the SumNFSBOE8 JOUFS6 OJW
FSTJBEFTBOEĕ OBM
M
ZUI F8 PSM
E6 OJ
W
FSTJUZ$ I BNQJPOTI JQT&BDI FW
FOUJTCSJFĘZEFTDSJCFEBOE
illustrated, in color, by the philatelic material issued to
DPNNFNPSBUFUIFHBNFTćFUFYUJTFBTZUPSFBEBOEOP
attempt was made to present the material in a catalog format.
ćJTJTBO JNQPSUBOUDPOUSJCVUJPOUPUIFUPQJDPGTQPSUT
philately. It is a testament to the philatelic material issued
to commemorate this important area of sports. Of interest
is the fact that virtually all of the material presented in this
book is inexpensive making it attractive to collectors.
Alfred Carrocia
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Israel Archaeology
Archaeology, Stamps and Coins of the State of Israel By
Eretz Yisrael, Paperback 226 pages, 9x6 inches, Lulu.com,
ISBN 0557128242, November 29, 2009. $19.54 from Amazon.com.
ćFBSDIBFPMPHZPG&SFU[:JTSBFM<ćF-BOEPG*TSBFMJO
)FCSFX BTJUJTPęFODBMMFEJO+FXJTITDSJQUVSFBOEQSBZFS>
is important to the State of Israel, and that’s why ancient
BSUJGBDUTTIPXVQTP PęFOPO*TSBFMJTUBNQT DPJOT CBOL
notes and medals, particularly the early ones.
According to Yitzhak Zahavy’s “Archaeology, Stamps
and Coins of the State of Israel,” the coins, pottery, seals
BOEPUI FSBSDI BFPM
PHJDBM
ĕ OETXFSFBOFČPSUUPUJFNPEFSO
*TSBFM UP BODJFOU *TSBFM ćFZ TIPXFE UIBU +FXT XFSF OPU
usurpers in Palestine, but were returning to claim their
home.
Stamps and coins are more than just tools for delivering
NBJMPSSFUBJMUSBOTBDUJPOTćFZBSFJNQPSUBOUTZNCPMTGPS
the countries that issue them. How else would you explain
why the U.S. Postal Service still gets 40- to 50,000 letters a
year requesting that subjects be honored on stamps, at a
time when more and more mail is electronic? Or the arguments over the designs on the U.S. state quarters?
Zahavy explains how the designs for Israeli stamps and
DVSSFODZXFSFDI PTFOBOEUI FTJHOJĕ DBODFCFI JOEUI PTF
TVCKFDUT" M
POHUI FXBZ I FUFM
M
TVTUI BUUI Fĕ STU*TSBFM
J
banknotes were printed quietly in New York City, in advance of independence, with several compromises. We
learn that there are questions about the authenticity of
some of the artifacts on Israeli stamps and coins, and why
UI Fĕ STU*TSBFM
JTUBNQTTBZi ) FCSFX. BJMwOPUi *TSBFM
w
ćFQFSDFOUBHFPG*TSBFMJTUBNQTXJUIBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTVC
jects now is much less than in the decades immediately
Bę FSJOEFQFOEFODF XI JM
FBM
M
DPJOTJO*TSBFM
Tĕ STUZFBST
have some sort of archaeological motif.
One reason Israeli stamps feature less archaeology now
than in Israel’s earlier history, Zahavy says, is that “Israel
IBTBNPEFSOIJTUPSZćFSFBSFNPEFSOEBZIFSPFTXIP
can be used.”
More than half the book is a catalogue of Israel’s stamps
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and currency (coins,
banknotes, medals) from
UI Fĕ STUI BM
GDFOUVSZUI BU
feature
archaeological
artifacts. No values are
given for any of the
stamps or currency listed
in the book, and that’s
appropriate.
Values
change and require a
great deal of research
each year.
Stamps seem to get
TIPSU TISJę JO UIJT TFD
tion. All that’s given are
the year of issue, a
“stamp number,” and a
blurry photograph.
We’re not told whose numbering system it is. Most collectors of Israeli stamps use the catalogue produced by
Michael Bale of the United Kingdom, while U.S. collectors
in general use the Scott Postage Stamp Catalogues. Early
64DPMMFDUPSTPG*TSBFMJTUBNQTPęFOVTFEUIF.JOLVTDBU
alogues, because Jacques Minkus, who operated the stamp
collecting departments of major department stores in the
mid-20th century, also ran the agency that sold Israeli
stamps here.
In the currency sections, on the other hand, the photographs are much sharper, exact dates of issue and withdrawal are given, as well as descriptions of the artifacts, the
names of designers, and even some reference to archaeology references.
ćFTBNFJOGPSNBUJPOTIPVMECFBWBJMBCMFGPSUIFTUBNQT 
and serious collectors of Israeli stamps would want that
information.
4UJM
MUI Fĕ STUQBSUPGi " SDI BFPM
PHZ 4UBNQTBOE$ PJOTPG
the State of Israel” is quite interesting, explaining some of
the reasons why designs were selected, and Zahavy, with
an undergraduate degree in and a passion for archaeology,
has compiled in the second part a comprehensive list of
these artifacts on the stamps and currency of Israel.
Lloyd A. de Vries
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The Article Index
And
The Philatelic Communicator Does Reviews
8 I FO*UPPLPOUI FFEJUPSTKPCI FSFUI Fĕ STU
thing I found was that the article indexes were out
PGEBUFćFSFXFSFTFWFSBMBSUJDMFTCZ(FOF'SJDLT
about the new index PHLNDX, most recently in
ćFJOEFYJUTFMGXBTMBTUVQEBUFEJOCVUJU
provides about 190 article citations back to year
2000 and only about 60 citations from 1992 to 1999.
Personally I found about 830 items to index back to
2000.
One of the best hidden secrets about TPC is that it
has a trove of book reviews. I was stunned to see
the number of book and literature reviews that have
CFFO QVCMJTIFE JO 51$  ćF JOEFY PG KVTU UIF SF
views provided by our contributors since 2000 goes
to 16 pages. Very little of this is indexed in the
1)-/%9PSUIF"13-POMJOFDBUBMPHćJTJTBMPTT
PGFČPSU
I had several conversations with Tara Murray, the
librarian at APRL, about merging the listing I
worked up into the database. We think the indexes
can be merged with some work.
We have mounted the complete article index on
PVSXFCTJUF XXXXVPSH*BNUSZJOHUPĕHVSF
out how to get the review list on the website. If we
do it correctly these will show up on a Google or
Yahoo search for the author or the book.
*GZPVĕ OEBCPPLUI BUOFFETBSFW
JFXQM
FBTFSFGFS
to the recent articles: “What book s to review” by R.
Lisher TPC 144(1) 11(2004) and ‘Writing a book
review” by A. Warren TPC 150(4) 1 (2005).
Figure 1 at right shows the bottom part of the
+PVSOBMQBHFBUXXXXVPSHćFJTTVFTDVSSFOUMZ
available run from 2000 to 2009. We will hold back
the last year’s issues in hopes of attracting a few new
members. Download the issue by right clicking on
the issue and choose “Save As” to download to your
computer.
Similarly, right click on “Download” to obtain a
DPQZPGUI F" SUJDM
F*OEFY XFI BW
FUPĕ OEBCFUUFS
way to show that). Figure 2 provides a view of the
Adobe Reader and the position of the search bar
when the user presses “ctrl F”.
Figure 3 (on next page) shows an example page of
UIFBSUJDMFJOEFYćF"EPCF3FBEFSXJMMTFBSDIGPS
BOZXPSEPSOVNCFSćF"EPCF3FBEFSJTBWBJMB
ble for virtually all popular operating systems including Windows and the MAC.

1
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Figure 1. Bottom of www.wu30.org/journal.html page.
Click on the word “Download” to obtain the Article Index.
Right click to view the index in a web browser. Right click
and then choose “Save As” to download to your computer
to view in the Adobe Reader. Do the same to get back issues
of the Philatelic Communicator.
Search Bar

Figure 2. "SUJDMF *OEFY EPXOMPBEFE JOUP"EPCF3FBEFSćF WBSJ
PVTWFSTJPOTPGUIF"EPCF3FBEFSXJMMMPPLEJČFSFOU(FUUIFTFBSDI
bar by pressing “ctrl F”.
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Floyd from Page 1

ćF QPTTJCJMJUJFT BSF FOEMFTT  KVTU MPPL BU ZPVS MPDBM SF
TPVSDFTBOESFBDIPVUXJUIBO PČFSGPSBOBSUJDMF*IBWF
OPUNFOUJPOFEUIFJOUFSOFU POMZUIFQSJOUNFEJBćFSFJT
no doubt that the internet is a great venue for our hobby.
It usually appeals to a younger group but still has potential
for adding new collectors. Chat rooms, blogs, postings,
OFUXPSLJOHBSFBMMHSFBUGPSNBUTGPSPVSNFTTBHFćFJEFB
we want to spread is one of involvement in a life-long inUFSFTUJOHI PCCZUI BUSFĘFDUTI JTUPSZ TQFDJBM
J[BUJPOBOEB
world wide scope. Not many activities can do all that.
Once we have the attention of an audience it becomes
important that we share with them how to begin or restart
collecting. Here are some ideas to encourage the new or
returning collector.
Obtain a stamp catalogue. For example go on line to
www.mysticstamps.com or www.KenmoreStamp.com and
request their catalogues if your interest lies in U.S. stamps.
For British and other countries try
www.stanleygibbons.com.
"HBJOUSZUIFJOUFSOFUBUXXXTUBNQDBUBMPHVFćFSFBSF
many listings covering most areas.
Contact your friends and business associates for help in
gathering business envelopes that would normally be disDBSEFEćJTJOWPMWFTTPBLJOHUIFTUBNQTJGUIFZBSFOPUUIF
QFFMPČUZQF CVUUIBUJTQBSUPGUIFGVO

Go to one of the sites in #1, #2 or #3 and select a dealer
to purchase a stamp book or make your own. Many collections have started with a three ring binder and blank three
hole paper.
Strongly suggest to your new collector not to mount
mint (new) stamps with hinges because it decreases the
value. Use “stamp mounts” available from any of the
sources above.
Finally, help your new collector to select a topic; U.S.,
British, French, German or wherever their interest lies. It
could be helpful in getting started if you mention that
many new collectors take in everything and sort their
stamps by type later they can decide where to specialize.
If you enjoy meeting new people and have a talent for
public speaking contact one or more of the local retirement centers or centers for assisted living in your area.
Schedule a short presentation on collecting covering the
basic points as outlined above. Be sure to bring some
handouts on collecting. If necessary prepare your own maUFSJBM  " QPXFSGVM SFTPVSDF JT ćF "NFSJDBO 1IJMBUFMJTU
Society on line at www.stamps.org. Look under the resources heading for recruiting ideas and material.
With the current decline in the number of philatelists,
dealers, clubs and stamp collecting organizations it is critical that we take a positive lead in re-energizing this great
hobby. My suggestions are only a few of the many ways we
can positively move forward.
1

Figure 3. 1BHF MBTUQBHF PG51$"SUJDMF*OEFYćF"EPCF4FBSDIGVODUJPOXJMMTFBSDIGPSBOZXPSEPSOVNCFS
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Secretary-Treasurer's

Report
May 4, 2011
New Members
1984 Mark A. Kellner, 7674 Maple Lawn Blvd., Unit 2,
Fulton, MD 20759-2500. E-mail
<mkellner@gmail.com>. Free Lance Writer: ćF
Washington Times (Occasional philatelic articles,
e.g. 2011 Reagan stamp); Regular Writer: National
Stamp Collecting Examiner <examiner.com>; 1994
Editor of Philatelic Communicator.
Contributions
1861Richard D. Jones, Orman Beach, Florida ($5.00)
Resignations
1359 Everett Parker, Lake City, Florida
1475 Henry Ellis Harris, Jr., Millford, New Hampshire
1676 Ann M. Triggle, Sarasota, Florida
1874 Stephen D. Schumann, Hayward, California
1911 Frank Braithwaite, Smithtown, New York
1942 Ruth Sabo, Colonie, New York
%BMFOFćPNBT -BLFXPPE $PMPSBEP
Dropped for Non-Payment of Dues
0611 Fred Korotkin, Minneapolis, Minnesota
1560 Peterson M. Rexford, St. Louis, Missouri
1674 John Campbell, New Zealand
1824 David L. Herendeen, Las Vegas, Nevada
1858 Allan N. Glennon, Gaithersburg, Maryland
1921 George Fekete, Rochester, New York
1922 Roland Hill, Littleton, Colorado
ćPNBT#SPBEIFBE ,OPYWJMMF 5FOOFTTFF
1937 Lawrence Sherman, San Diego, California
3PCFSU%FMFOB 1JČBSE /FX:PSL

Membership includes a subscription to the Philatelic Communicator. Membership applications received by October
1 will be recorded as members for that calendar year and
will receive all four quarterly issues of the Philatelic CommunicatorGPSUIBUZFBS"QQMJDBUJPOTSFDFJWFEBęFS0DUP
ber 1 will be recorded as members for the following calendar year.
A membership application may be downloaded from the
Writers Unit #30 website at <www.wu30.org>. Existing
members are encouraged to download this form and give
it to potential members.
Membership Dues
ćFNFNCFSTIJQEVFTGPSFBDIDBMFOEBSZFBSBSF
USPS ZIP Code Addresses........ ......... $20.00
Canada and Mexico............................. $22.50
All Other Addresses............................. $25.00
Payment must be made in U.S. funds by a check imprinted
with a U.S. bank transit number, or by postal money order, payable to "APS Writers Unit #30." Some overseas
members prefer to send U.S. bank notes.
Updating Your Mailing Address
Please notify us of address changes to assure that you receive without delay each issue of ćF1IJMBUFMJD$PNNVOJ
cator ćJT XJMM BMTP TBWF 86 TFWFSBM EPMMBST CFDBVTF
the USPS charges us when they have to send us an address
correction, and we still have to pay the postage for reshipping the issue to the member.
(FPSHF(SJČFOIBHFO
WU#30 Secretary-Treasurer
12226 Cathedral Drive
Woodbridge, VA 22192-2232
<dcsmith3477@gmail.com>
Telephone: 703-966-1739

1

2011 Literature Exhibits

About Writers Unit #30
Purpose of the Writers Unit #30 of the American Philatelic
Society is to encourage and assist philatelic communications, knowledge, and comradeship. Membership is open
to anyone interested in philatelic communications.
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Join Us Today

NAPEX June 3-5, 2011, McLean, Virginia.
www.napex.org.
APS StampShow August 11-14, 2011, Columbus Ohio.
www.stamps.org/StampShow.
CHICAGOPEX November 18-20, 2011, Itasca, Illinois,
www.chicagopex.com/id12.html
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APS Writers Unit #30
George B. Griffenhagen
12226 Cathedral Drive
Woodbridge, VA 22192-2232
Return Service Requested
Date Mail - Please Rush

Departments

Articles
Get the word out to potential stamp collectors…………….
………………………….…………………….....Jerald Floyd

1

President’s View ………………………………Peter Martin

3

APS StampShow 2011……………………………………….

1

Moroney Awards for Postal History Scholarship ………….
………………………………………….……...Alan Warren

5

$BTU:PVS7PUF'PS8SJUFST6OJU0ďDFSTyyyyy
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyy(FPSHF(SJČFOIBHFO

3

Where has TPC been? Where should it go?.... David Crotty

4

ćF1IJMBUFMJD&YIJCJUPSćFOBOE/PXyyyyyyyy

5

ćF"SUJDMF*OEFY"OEćF1IJMBUFMJD$PNNVOJDBUPSDoes
Reviews……………………………………......David Crotty

12

Reviews-Print & Electronic, Books & Catalogs
Detained, Interned, Incarcerated: U.S. Enemy Noncombatant Mail in World War II by Louis Fiset………….
8
Mexico’s Denver Printing of 1914: Postage and Revenue
Stamps for the Provisional Constitutionalist Government by Ron Mitchell…………………………………
9
Barack Obama on Worldwide Stamps by Melvin Morris..
Philately Overview of the International University Sport
Movement & FISU 1924-2009 edited by Luciano Calenda & Christian Pierre……………………………….. 10
Archaeology, Stamps and Coins of the State of Israel. By
Eretz Yisrael……………………………………………. 11
Secretary-5SFBTVSFST3FQPSUyy(FPSHF#(SJČFOIBHFO

15

Literature Exhibits 2011…………………………………….. 15
Expert Help for Writers and Editors……..Dane S. Claussen 16

Expert Help for Writers and Editors
Dr. Dane S. Claussen, Writers Unit #30 immediate past presiEFOU PČFSTGSFFDSJUJRVFTPGQFSJPEJDBMT CPPLTBOENBOVTDSJQUT
Submit the four most recent issues, including postage equivaM
FOUUPGPVSUJNFTUI FĕSTUDM
BTTNBJM
JOHGFF" OZVOVTFEBNPVOU
will be returned. Critiques can be expected in about 30 days.
Inquire before sending books and manuscripts, providing a
brief description. Return time will vary depending on length
and other commitments. Include an SASE. Note that Dr.
Claussen has moved. Send to Dr. Dane S. Claussen, 2101 Naco
Court, Las Vegas, NV 89102. Email: dsclaussen@hotmail.com.

1
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Material for Review
Material for review may be sent to the editor. Reviews of materials are welcomed from members and non-members. Reviews
should be concise and stress those aspects that are helpful examples (positive or negative) for other authors, editors and publishers. Review requests from those having an interest in the
item, such as publishers and distributors, must include a copy of
the publication.
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